Abstract: Unknown and uncertain bias significantly affects the servo performance of servo track writers. Such bias has motivated the design and application of a state space disturbance observer for robust fast seek control. In contrast to some existing methods that employ an explicit model for disturbance or adjust the sensitivity using a filter, the proposed method effectively compensates for bias even during track seek, which is not possible when an integrator or a frequency domain disturbance observer is used. The experimental results presented here demonstrate the utility of the robust fast seek controller. The proposed servo track writer control scheme is shown to yield a very fast track seek in the presence of unknown and uncertain bias.
INTRODUCTION
Servo track writing is to write sectors and tracks with burst signals for hard disk drive positioning servo. A fast seek is important for fast servo track writing. Fast servo track writing is in turn crucial to increase disk drive productivity. As the disk drive track density increases, faster servo track writers with more accurate servo performance are needed.
There are two important servo control issues that hinder the design of faster and more accurate servo track writers: residual vibration and unknown/uncertain bias. With regard to residual vibration attenuation, some successful work has been reported in previous studies. A reference profile can be designed to minimize residual vibration (see e.g. Mizoshita et al. [1996] , Okuyama et al. [2005] , Hirata and Hasegawa [2007] ). It is also possible to reduce residual vibration by minimizing the rate of control input (see e.g. Lee et al. [2010] ). Unknown and uncertain bias also significantly affects the seek control performance of a servo track writer. To make the problem more difficult, unknown and uncertain bias with hysteresis varies with respect to the seek direction. The value of bias at the target position is also uncertain, although the bias value at the current position can be estimated so as to eliminate the steady state error. Fast seek control cannot be accomplished unless compensation for uncertain bias is properly performed. The transient response of the bias compensation loop is another important issue to consider. The seek trajectory of a state feedback control loop can be affected by the bias compensator.
Conventional servo track writer controllers are limited in their ability to improve seeking and settling performance. Such limitations are mostly due to resonance mode excitation in servo track writers and position-dependent unknown bias that likely comes from pivot bearing and flex cable. However, the effect of unknown bias, which is more detrimental to seek control performance, has not yet been investigated.
It is a usual practice to apply an integral control to remove steady state error. However, this produces poor transient responses, especially in the case of fast seek control. In order to attain satisfactory transient responses together with zero steady state error, the performance of the seek controller is generally slowed down. An integral control forces one to slow down the seek controller for satisfactory transient responses. However, intentionally slowing down a seek controller for satisfactory transient responses is not at all desirable.
The goal of this work is to achieve fast track seeking, which becomes more important as the disk track density increases, in the presence of unknown and uncertain bias. We also attempt to compensate for such uncertain bias during seek control for a good transient response as well as zero steady state error. This goal of this paper is to present solutions to these important factors.
Conventional disturbance observers (see e.g. Ohnishi [1987] , Umeno and Hori [2002] ) designed in the frequency domain suffer from unsatisfactory transient responses. The Q filter of such observers only contributes to an improvement in the steady state sensitivity to noise and does not improve the transient responses. Furthermore, servo track writers have hysteresis with high frequency uncertainty, which is very difficult to model. While model-based disturbance observer (see e.g. Franklin et al. [1990] ) can compensate for high frequency disturbance as far as it can be modeled, they are inappropriate for compensating for unknown and uncertain disturbance that cannot be modeled. Conventional disturbance observers are thus illsuited for compensating for uncertain bias with hysteresis.
The aim of this work is to present a method of compensating for unknown and uncertain disturbance so as to improve the transient seek performance in servo track writer control, which is a very important process in disk drive manufacturing. In order to compensate for such uncertain bias, we further extend the state space disturbance observer concept , Suh et al. [2003] , Lee et al. [submitted] ), which works together with the state feedback control and feedforward control loop for reference profile tracking to the target. We attempt to design a robust fast seek controller for servo track writers. Such a controller can improve transient responses by compensating for unknown and uncertain disturbance. We also show that the proposed disturbance observer effectively compensates for unknown and uncertain disturbance that cannot be modeled without sacrificing transient responses.
The contribution of this paper is in the development of a robust fast seek controller for servo track writers. A state space disturbance observer is used to compensate for unknown and uncertain disturbance so as to improve transient responses, which was not possible in the case of using an integral controller or conventional disturbance observers.
ROBUST FAST SEEK SERVO TRACK WRITER CONTROL SYSTEM
Consider the following discrete-time model of a servo track writer:
where w(·) is the unknown and uncertain bias of concern in this work. This bias is mostly caused by bearing and flex cable and it significantly affects transient responses in the track seek process. Robust fast seek (RFS) cannot be accomplished unless this unknown and uncertain bias is effectively compensated for during seek.
We aim to design a robust fast servo track writer control system in state space. The system consists of a state estimator, a state feedback controller, and a state space disturbance observer (DOB). In applying the disturbance observer, we are interested in improving transient responses during track seek. Such an improvement is not possible with an integral controller or a conventional disturbance observer designed in the frequency domain with a Q filter. A robust fast servo control system cannot be designed unless we can improve transient responses in the presence of unknown and uncertain bias.
The design of the proposed robust control scheme using a disturbance observer is shown in Fig. 1 .
y Fig. 1 . Robust servo track writer control system using a disturbance observer is the state feedback control and u d is the disturbance observation. The control input to the plant becomes
where u f b (·) is the state feedback control input and u d (·) is the disturbance estimate. Applying only the term u f b (·) to the state estimator causes the servo track writer to follow the (ideal) model in it.
State Estimator and State Feedback Control
We apply a current state estimator described bŷ
for the proposed disturbance compensation scheme. Herê x andx are the state update and state prediction, respectively. For more details on the current state estimator and its design, readers are referred to the available literature (see e.g. Franklin et al. [1990] ).
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Suppose that the disturbance observer is working in a practical manner. By this we mean there is not perfect disturbance compensation. We then have a system within which the residual disturbance, d = w − u d , is acting (Fig.  2) . We need to design a controller for the servo track writer subject to the residual disturbance.
The state feedback control law we are to apply is described by
where K c is the state feedback gain to be determined such that reference tracking and disturbance rejection is satisfactory. Here x r is the reference given by
which needs to be designed for a minimum excitation of unmodeled dynamics (see e.g. Mizoshita et al. [1996] , Preprints of the 18th IFAC World Congress Milano (Italy) August 28 -September 2, 2011 Okuyama et al. [2005] , Hirata and Hasegawa [2007] ) and for a minimum phase delay (see e.g. Tomizuka [1987] ). With regard to reference profile generation, readers are referred to the cited references.
State Space Disturbance Observer
The state space disturbance observer we are to design is described by
which is depicted in Fig. 3 . One can immediately observe that the choice of a higher gain yields a faster estimation of the disturbance. This is a significant advantage of the DOB over the conventional disturbance observer (see e.g. Ohnishi [1987] , Umeno and Hori [2002] ). The transfer function,
describes the dynamics of the disturbance observer, determines the convergence rate to the disturbance w, and affects the stability of the feedback loop. The transfer function, K d (z), should be designed so as to make the resulting closed loop less sensitive to high frequency disturbance while providing closed loop stability.
Fig. 3. State estimator and disturbance observer
It is worthwhile to observe that the estimation error, y(k) − Cx(k), is used to compute u d , which is in turn employed to estimate the disturbance, w. The disturbance observation u d is injected into the plant to compensate for the disturbance w. To complete the disturbance observer design, we need to determine K d (z). A larger gain generally produces a faster and more accurate (but more noise-sensitive) disturbance estimation. A simple form of
is a high gain (low pass filter) that is expected to work if a plant does not have lightly damped resonance or noisy output measurements.
In the particular case of a constant gain, K d , the stability of the resulting closed loop can be simply determined. Theorem 1. Suppose that ρ(Φ − ΦL c C) < 1 and ρ(Φ − ΓK c ) < 1. Then, there always exists some
Proof. The existence of such a K d for the open set ρ(Φ − ΦL c C) < 1 is apparent. 2
While ρ(Φ − ΦL c C) < 1 and ρ(Φ − ΓK c ) < 1, the closed loop becomes unstable for some K d . The closed loop may become too sensitive to high frequency disturbance, though it is stable. Thus, the performance of the disturbance observer as well as the stability of the closed loop should be considered when designing K d , which can be described by the sensitivity transfer function (Φ s , Γ s , C s , D s ), where
It is often necessary to design the closed loop so as to be less sensitive to disturbances at certain high frequencies. This can be described by the complementary sensitivity transfer function (Φ cs , Γ cs , C cs ), where Assuming that L c and K c are given, we can readily cast a fictitious closed loop LFT(G(z), K d (z)) where LFT denotes the linear fractional transform and G(z) is the system that is ready to be closed by
where z = W (z)(x r −x) denotes the state error weighted by W (z). An ideal choice of W (z) is an approximate inverse of a desired sensitivity function. One can readily observe that LFT(G(z), K d (z)) is a weighted sensitivity transfer function. Fig. 4 . DOB design in the standard problem framework
We are now ready to build an optimization problem min that delivers, with the frequency characteristics of measurement noise n being considered, an optimal disturbance observer K d (z) to minimize LFT(G(z), K d (z)) ∞ , the worst amplification of the error signal z by the measurement noise n. The standard optimization problem (Fig. 4) can in fact be easily solved (Zhou et al. [1995] , Skogestad and Postlethwaite [1996] ).
Considering that the disturbance observer utilizes the estimation error, y(k)−Cx(k), to compute u d (k), it is not at all surprising that the accuracy of the state estimator can be significantly improved even in the presence of unknown and uncertain disturbance that cannot be modeled.
APPLICATION RESULTS
The proposed robust fast seek servo scheme is applied to a servo track writer. The frequency response curve of the actuator is shown in Fig. 5 . In this servo track writer, we observe no significant lightly damped resonances, although we have some unmodeled dynamics that may not be considered in the controller design. Furthermore, interpolating the sinusoidal encoder signal produces a low noise output measurement. The frequency response of the sensitivity transfer function is quite satisfactory even with K d = 1500 (Fig. 6) . The DOB contributes to significantly improving the sensitivity at its operating frequencies, without a noticeable increase at high frequencies.
The experimental setup of the servo track writer control system is shown in Fig. 7 . The position is measured with a continuous sinusoidal encoder. A DSP board is used to interpolate the encoder signal and compute control command at a sampling rate of 20 kHz.
The reference x r , shown in Fig. 8 , was determined to minimize residual vibration and to avoid phase difference between the position and velocity references (Kang et al. [2008] ).
The proposed disturbance observer effectively compensates for an unknown and uncertain disturbance that varies with respect to both the radial position and the (Fig. 9) . The contribution of the disturbance observer in the robust fast seek controller is shown in Fig.  10 . As expected, the disturbance observer compensates for the steady state bias, although its value is uncertain with respect to the seek position and direction.
The proposed robust fast seek control scheme with the disturbance observer exhibits a very good transient trajectory without steady state error and an observable effect of unknown and uncertain bias. The trajectory settles into the 1% bound within 1.2 msec. On the other hand, track seek via the PID controller shows a very poor transient trajectory because of the integral control term (Fig. 11 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a robust fast servo track writer servo controller was proposed. Unknown and uncertain bias that significantly affects the servo performance of servo track writers motivated the design and application of a state space disturbance observer. The state space disturbance observer was applied to compensate for unknown and uncertain bias during seek. Such bias cannot be effectively compensated for with an integrator or a conventional disturbance observer. By compensating for unknown and uncertain bias, we significantly improved the seek performance in servo track writer control. Experimental results demonstrated the utility of the proposed robust fast seek controller. The suggested servo track writer control scheme was shown to yield a very fast track seek in the presence of unknown and uncertain bias. 
